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2. Project Objectives and Components:    

 a. Objectives:

  According to the PAD, the objective of the Second Community Works Project  (CWP II) was to alleviate local 
bottlenecks hindering development  (including infrastructure and services ) through processes of participatory local  
development as a result of (i) improving access to quality social and economic infrastructure and social services  
through sustainable micro-projects, and (ii) promoting institutional development at the local level .

The objectives in the Credit Agreement are worded differently :  (i) to assist the Borrower to promote community  
development based on the development priorities of local governments and communities, and  (ii) to build the 
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capacity of local communities and local governments to promote local economic development .

This ICR Review evaluates the project against the three objectives contained in the PAD and Credit Agreement  
statements avoiding the overlaps :
((((iiii)))) Improve access to quality social and economic infrastructure and social services through sustainable  
micro-projects (PAD);
((((iiiiiiii))))    Promote community development based on the development priorities of local governments and communities  
(Credit Agreement); and
((((iiiiiiiiiiii)))) Build the capacity of local institutions, including local communities and local governments, to promote local  
economic development (Credit Agreement).

The project's intended beneficiaries were local communities in both rural and urban areas throughout the country .  
Although the project objectives did not explicitly mention targeting the poor, the PAD states  (page 7) that: "The 
project will be implemented country-wide. However, as discussed in Section B3, the project will assure that 
proportionally more funds are transferred to poor communities through the use of poverty indicators ." Local 
Government Units (LGUs) were the direct beneficiaries of the capacity building activities .

 b.Were the project objectives/key associated outcome targets revised during implementation?     

    No

 c. Components (or Key Conditions in the case of DPLs, as appropriate): 

        Community SubCommunity SubCommunity SubCommunity Sub ----ProjectsProjectsProjectsProjects  ((((estimated cost at appraisal US$estimated cost at appraisal US$estimated cost at appraisal US$estimated cost at appraisal US$ 19191919....20202020    million; actual cost US$million; actual cost US$million; actual cost US$million; actual cost US$ 17171717....92929292    millionmillionmillionmillion):):):):  
sub-projects to improve infrastructure in local communities, including rural and suburban roads, water supply,  
sewerage, repairs in schools and community centers, and footbridges .  In some cases, social service activities  
carried out in and around rehabilitated infrastructure were included .

Capacity BuildingCapacity BuildingCapacity BuildingCapacity Building     ((((estimated cost at appraisal US$estimated cost at appraisal US$estimated cost at appraisal US$estimated cost at appraisal US$ 1111....00000000    million; actual cost US$million; actual cost US$million; actual cost US$million; actual cost US$ 1111....11111111    millionmillionmillionmillion):):):):     training and 
technical assistance to strengthen the capacity of local governments, communities, and Albania Development Fund  
(ADF) staff in local development planning and sub -project planning and implementation.  The component included 
three programs:  capacity building for ADF staff; local government and community capacity building; and a pilot  
program that introduced methods of participatory local development planning in  13 comunes.

Project Implementation SupportProject Implementation SupportProject Implementation SupportProject Implementation Support  ((((estimated cost at appraisal US$estimated cost at appraisal US$estimated cost at appraisal US$estimated cost at appraisal US$ 1111....80808080    million; actual cost US$million; actual cost US$million; actual cost US$million; actual cost US$ 3333....83838383    millionmillionmillionmillion):):):):     
support for project implementation by financing a portion of ADF's operating costs and salaries paid to staff hired for  
purposes of the project.

 d. Comments on Project Cost, Financing, Borrower Contribution, and Dates:     
        The loan closed as scheduled and was fully disbursed .  Project costs in U.S. dollars were slightly above appraisal  
estimates due to the appreciation of the SDR.  Government contributions (excluding VAT) and local community 
contributions were 75 percent and 95 percent of appraisal estimates, respectively .  The cost of project 
implementation support was more than twice the appraisal estimate; the ICR does not explain why .  "Foreign 
multilateral institutions (unidentified)" were to provide US$2.24 million in co-financing. Actual co-financing was 
US$2.39 million provided by the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs .

 3. Relevance of Objectives & Design:         
   Project objectives wereProject objectives wereProject objectives wereProject objectives were     substantiallysubstantiallysubstantiallysubstantially     rrrrelevant to the country's priorities during preparation and remain relevant  
today.  During preparation, the Government's priorities included the alleviation of rural poverty, providing greater  
access to infrastructure, deepening the decentralization process, strengthening local government capacities, and  
increasing the transparency and level of community participation .  The project's objectives remain relevant because  
they address the Government's continuing priority to reduce poverty by improving access to infrastructure services in  
rural areas through its poverty targeting methodology .  Governance was a key pillar in the 2002 CAS, and is integral 
to the current (2006) CAS.  The project supported at least three of the latter's four governance filters :  efficient and 
transparent use of public resources, support to decentralization, and strengthening mechanisms of citizen  
participation.  To address some of the main challenges to decentralization  (low institutional capacity, transparency,  
and accountability of local governments ), the project provided training to local governments in investment planning  
and service delivery.  It also aimed to increase community participation in decision -making.

Project design wasProject design wasProject design wasProject design was     substantiallysubstantiallysubstantiallysubstantially     relevantrelevantrelevantrelevant ....  Project design was well grounded in economic, financial, technical,  
institutional, environmental, and social analyses .  It applied lessons learned from the first Community Works Project  
(CWP I), including the need to increase poverty targeting; strengthen the capacity of ADF to work with local  
government and communities; improve ADF's human resource management and financial management; increase the  



attention to operation and maintenance  (O&M); and increase the voice and participation of project beneficiaries as  
well as the transparency of the institutions that serve them . The project's components and implementation  
arrangements were overall appropriate to achieving its objectives although greater attention was needed to ensuring  
that maintenance capacity was sufficient for the scale of the capital investments supported by the project . With 
known issues of maintenance capacity at LGU level, it is questionable how much new investment should have been  
added to stretch this capacity even further without ensuring alternative arrangements at least in the interim .

 4. Achievement of Objectives (Efficacy):     
    
Improve access to quality social and economic infrastructure and social services through sustainableImprove access to quality social and economic infrastructure and social services through sustainableImprove access to quality social and economic infrastructure and social services through sustainableImprove access to quality social and economic infrastructure and social services through sustainable     
micromicromicromicro----projectsprojectsprojectsprojects ::::    AccessAccessAccessAccess ::::    SubstantialSubstantialSubstantialSubstantial ; Sust; Sust; Sust; Sustainabilityainabilityainabilityainability ::::    ModestModestModestModest

CWP II financed a total of 156 sub-projects benefitting 482,046 people in all districts of the country .  Investments �

were concentrated in roads (about 80% of the implemented subprojects) and water supply (16 percent), with 
smaller numbers in bridges and footbridges, community cent ers, sewerage systems, schools, and other  
infrastructure.  89 percent of sub-projects were located in rural areas.
The ICR team carried out a comparison of data from pre -feasibility and feasibility evaluations with data from the  �

O&M evaluations to track changes in  "access to service" before and after the project, for a sample of  34 
sub-projects.  For roads sub-projects, access to markets, national roads, and urban areas increased by  30 
percent; the time needed for travelling fell by  76 percent; and the volume of traffic increased by  48 percent.
For water supply sub-projects in the same sample, the duration of water supply and quantity of water available to  �

residents increased substantially .  On average, the duration of water availability at the household level increased  
from 2 hours a day to 20 hours, and the quantity of water increased from  24 liters per person per day to 131 
liters.  Community residents saved an average of  26 minutes per day formerly spent gathering water .
An evaluation using LSMS data indicated that beneficiary communities had better access to infrastructure,  �

higher consumption and welfare indicators, and better nutritional status than non -beneficiary communities.  
However, the ICR notes that there were significant limitations to the LSMS data .
The Beneficiary Assessment indicated that  95 percent of beneficiaries were satisfied with the sub -projects. �

However, there is evidence from one project supporting document  (Urban Institute - Participatory Local 
Development Planning/M&E on five pilot communes - undated) that interviewers found it quite difficult to get  
what they perceived as open and honest opinions . This seems to have been due partly to the legacy of past  
policies and institutional relationships with communities . The methodology of the beneficiary survey was  
generally adequate with a purposive sampling approach but the tabulations are not all included and there are  
some interpretations of responses that are not entirely clear . 
Technical audits were conducted to measure technical quality against pre -defined criteria such as road surface,  �

adequate drainage, and well-constructed structures.  These audits indicated that  90 percent of sub-projects 
were of satisfactory or highly satisfactory quality .  The project team indicated that the technical quality and O&M  
of works was assessed by post -construction visual inspections and a review of internal technical audits  
conducted by ADF. There are indications that technical quality was an issue under the project and was  
addressed, but it is not clear how adequately t he issue was addressed. 
Due to the limitations in amounts of funding per community  (according to the PAD US$100,000 for rural areas, �

US$150,000 for urban), it is questionable how significant the short stretches of improved road really have been  
when other stretches of connecting road have remained unimproved . According to the ICR page 9: "In terms of 
sub-project implementation, as noted in Bank supervision reports and the Borrower ’s ICR, issues emerged 
regarding the sub-project cost ceiling. On the one hand, limited funding sometimes meant that individual  
sub-projects were incomplete, as when only part of a road was rehabilitated or a water supply systems didn ’t 
achieve full coverage of the beneficiary community . On the other hand, the ceiling induced some communes to  
propose large projects (for example, roads) so as to be able to absorb the total available amount of funds ." The 
ICR page 36 states further: "The project could have had a larger impact on local infrastructure development  
were it not for the sub-project ceiling. While the ceiling was required to ensure equitable geographical  
distribution and poverty targeting of sub -projects, it resulted in excluding many higher impact projects ."
Data on the share of beneficiaries that were poor is not available .  However, the project team noted that the  �

process of poverty targeting was improved during the latter half of the project  (Work Plan 2). There was a 
selection protocol in which regional poverty indicators were used as one criterion for sub -project selection.
Sustainability. At the time of project completion, 90 percent of sub-projects had satisfactory O&M. However, �

O&M problems typically show-up after a few years and the sustainability of funding for O&M is not assured  
(more details in Section 5). There are concerns about the capacity of LGUs to maintain the extra investments  
they have taken on. As noted by the project team in discussion, this is a national problem, but LGUs have  
struggled even to maintain existing infrastructure . 

Promote community development based on the development priorities of local governments and communitiesPromote community development based on the development priorities of local governments and communitiesPromote community development based on the development priorities of local governments and communitiesPromote community development based on the development priorities of local governments and communities ::::    
ModestModestModestModest ....        The evidence below suggests that community participation in CWP II priority -setting was an advance over  
what existed, but the extent of improvement is unclear .

According to the ICR (page 11), "2,521 Community Monitoring Groups (CMGs) were established under the �



project and played a key role in mobilizing communities in identifying priority investments and facilitating  
community participation in sub-project deign and implementation.  4,042 open meetings were organized in 2,386 
villages (80 percent of the total number of villages in Albania )...".
Based on the data presented, an average,  84 percent of the local population participated in the process of  �

selecting priority investments in CWP II, and  96 percent reported that the investments selected were aligned  
with their own priorities. However, it is difficult to reconcile some of these percentages with some of the response  
percentages given in the Impact Evaluation and Beneficiary Assessment  (undated) that IEG had access to, for  
example that 35.9 percent "recognize ... the ADF activity" but that 55 percent stated that they knew nothing . 
Also, observation from a consultants technical report for the Mid -term Review is less positive, saying,  "Most of 
the projects do not seem to have pursued a proper participatory approach " (Mid-Term Review: Sub-project 
Procedural, Technical, Environmental and Procurement Review . Politecnica. undated).
The ICR notes that the focus on participation was stronger during the second phase of project implementation .  �

One of the improvements made to the second phase of the LDP pilots was to ensure that the LGUs selected had  
enough of their own resources to fund some of the LDP priorities .  However, challenges remain in ensuring that  
LDP priorities are realistic both technically and in terms of realism of funding availability, that they are integrated  
into regional development plans, that they are developed in a bottom -up fashion, and that funding sources are  
secured.
The predominance of roads subprojects  (about 80% of the implemented subprojects) has led some observers to �

question how inclusive (including of women), the community participation really was. Doubts have been 
expressed about the extent of participation in one of the consultants technical reports  (Mid-Term Review: 
Sub-project Procedural, Technical, Environmental and Procurement Review . Politecnica. undated).

Build the capacity of local institutions, including local communities and local governments, to promote localBuild the capacity of local institutions, including local communities and local governments, to promote localBuild the capacity of local institutions, including local communities and local governments, to promote localBuild the capacity of local institutions, including local communities and local governments, to promote local     
economic developmenteconomic developmenteconomic developmenteconomic development ::::    ModestModestModestModest ....    Most of the evidence is output - rather than outcome-oriented, with the exception of  
indicators of beneficiary satisfaction .

A total of 2,430 people were trained, including local government officials, local service providers, community  �

members, and ADF staff.  A total of 207 LGUs and commune technical staff were trained, against a target of  
200.
Participatory Local Development Planning  (LDP) was introduced in 13 communes.  About 300 commune staff �

and community representatives were trained in local development planning, data collection and analysis,  
facilitation of SWOT analysis, facilitation of community meetings, etc .  According to the ICR (p. 10), an 
"independent assessment (which was part of the beneficiary assessment )," rated 11 of the 13 LDPs satisfactory 
or highly satisfactory in terms of levels of participation and the content and implementation of the plans . 
The Beneficiary Assessment indicates that  55 percent of beneficiaries believe that LGU performance has  �

improved with respect to their interactions with communities .  86 percent of communities believed that the  
Community Monitoring Groups (CMGs) created under CWP II played a positive role in representing their  
interests to the LGU and interfacing with service providers .
In reporting Beneficiary Survey results on page  29, the ICR states that "LGU stakeholders also felt that their  �

capacities had been built through the trainings that were provided by ADF to improve sub -project management 
and ensure more transparent public procurement and contracting ." 

 5. Efficiency (not applicable to DPLs):         
         Project efficiency is rated substantialsubstantialsubstantialsubstantial         but with some qualification. Using the Roads Economic Decision Model  
(typically applied by the Bank to these kinds of investments ), the ERR of roads sub-projects was 28 percent.  
According to the ICR (p. 11) roads sub-projects accounted for about  80 percent of the numbernumbernumbernumber of implemented 
sub-projects, but the share of the valuevaluevaluevalue    of sub-projects is not given.  Cost-effectiveness analysis of roads projects  
indicated that the unit costs for CWP II -financed roads were less than those for similar projects financed by the  
Government (58 percent less per km) or other donors (18 percent less).  The ICR does not present evidence on the  
efficiency of sub-projects other than roads. The next most commonly selected was water supply schemes . These 
generally have significant health and labor time benefits, but are also technically more demanding . The ERR 
calculated does not allow for reduction in the life of roads due to poor maintenance and the impact on the economics  
of the short scattered lengths of roads improved within the longer existing lengths of poor roads is not entirely clear . 

aaaa....    If available, enter theIf available, enter theIf available, enter theIf available, enter the     Economic Rate of ReturnEconomic Rate of ReturnEconomic Rate of ReturnEconomic Rate of Return     ((((ERRERRERRERR))))////Financial Rate of ReturnFinancial Rate of ReturnFinancial Rate of ReturnFinancial Rate of Return ((((FRRFRRFRRFRR))))    at appraisal and theat appraisal and theat appraisal and theat appraisal and the     
rererere----estimated value at  evaluationestimated value at  evaluationestimated value at  evaluationestimated value at  evaluation ::::        

                     Rate Available? Point Value Coverage/Scope*

Appraisal No

ICR estimate Yes 28% 80%



* Refers to percent of total project cost for which ERR/FRR was calculated.

 6. Outcome:     

    The moderately satisfactory Outcome rating is based on substantial relevance of objectives and design, efficiency,  
and achievement on the access objective, but modest achievement on the other objectives . In particular, there was 
limited evidence on the sustainability of the infrastructure built, extent of capacity development of LGUs, and extent  
and nature of community participation, and some project experience raised doubts about these aspects . 
  aaaa.... Outcome RatingOutcome RatingOutcome RatingOutcome Rating ::::  Moderately Satisfactory

 7. Rationale for Risk to Development Outcome Rating:     
    The risk to development outcome is  significant.  The ICR notes that ensuring the financial sustainability of  
sub-projects will be a challenge, particularly for the smaller Local Government Units, because arrangements for  
covering O&M costs as well as ongoing investments were not clarified .  In the case of the larger LGUs, sustainability  
plans were prepared but not necessarily implemented .  Addressing this challenge will require broader recognition on  
the part of the Government to accelerate the ongoing fiscal decentralization reforms in order to allow local  
governments to raise sufficient revenue to cover O&M expenditures . The project team noted that maintenance was a  
national issue reaching well beyond just this project .
   
     aaaa....    Risk to Development Outcome RatingRisk to Development Outcome RatingRisk to Development Outcome RatingRisk to Development Outcome Rating ::::  Significant

 8. Assessment of Bank Performance:        

  Quality at EntryQuality at EntryQuality at EntryQuality at Entry .... In designing CWP II, the Bank took into account the lessons learned from CWP I .  Clearer 
procedures were designed to boost community participation and on building the capacity of LGUs and local  
communities in setting investment priorities, establishing CMUs, developing O&M plans, and supervising  
maintenance arrangements.  Assistance was provided to the implementing agency  (ADF) to improve its social 
development and participatory approaches .  Stronger poverty targeting was introduced .  However, the design of 
the M&E system was a shortcoming -- it was too output focused and did not fully measure the intended  
outcomes. Also, there are some questions about how far new structures should have been built when  
maintenance of existing infrastructure was such a national problem .

SupervisionSupervisionSupervisionSupervision ....    The task team worked closely with ADF to ensure technical quality of works, strengthen  
participatory processes, and ensure compliance with fiduciary and safeguard policies .  The recommendations of 
the Mid-Term Review were implemented, resulting in improved implementation performance .  These 
improvements included stronger attention to technical quality through improved requirements for design,  
procurement, supervision of works, and O&M; more transparent criteria for sub -project selection; increased 
attention to the quality of participation in sub -project identification, implementation, and supervision; and focusing  
on the transparency of ADF's financial management processes . However, it is unclear if the Bank supervision  
effort followed-up sufficiently because evidence on the extent of subsequent improvements is limited . 

    aaaa....    Ensuring QualityEnsuring QualityEnsuring QualityEnsuring Quality ----atatatat----EntryEntryEntryEntry ::::Moderately Satisfactory

    bbbb....    Quality of SupervisionQuality of SupervisionQuality of SupervisionQuality of Supervision ::::Moderately Satisfactory

    cccc....    Overall Bank PerformanceOverall Bank PerformanceOverall Bank PerformanceOverall Bank Performance ::::Moderately Satisfactory

 9. Assessment of Borrower Performance:        
Government PerformanceGovernment PerformanceGovernment PerformanceGovernment Performance ....        The Government demonstrated its commitment to the objectives of the project, and  
met its counterpart funding obligations .  The Government supported the participatory approach designed into  
CWP II, but it needs to make further progress in its fiscal decentralization process to ensure the longer -term 
sustainability of CWP II investments .

Implementing Agency PerformanceImplementing Agency PerformanceImplementing Agency PerformanceImplementing Agency Performance ....  ADF improved its project management capacity as well as its reputation  
with the Government and donor agencies .  The project team added that there were important improvements in  
ADF capacity over the course of the project :  more transparent internal controls were established, and staff were  
given clearer roles.  In addition, the project team noted that ADF has played an important role in managing EU  
pre-accession funds. However, staff skills mix at ADF may have been an issue in light of the project's stated  
objectives. It is also not clear if stronger attention to technical quality through improved requirements for design,  
procurement, supervision of works, and O&M; more transparent criteria for sub -project selection were introduced 



to "minimize the perceived risk of political interference ” (page 5); increased attention to the quality of participation  
in sub-project identification, implementation, and supervision; and focusing on the transparency of ADF's financial  
management processes adequately addressed the issues . 
  
    aaaa....    Government PerformanceGovernment PerformanceGovernment PerformanceGovernment Performance ::::Satisfactory

    bbbb....    Implementing Agency PerformanceImplementing Agency PerformanceImplementing Agency PerformanceImplementing Agency Performance ::::Moderately Satisfactory

    cccc....    Overall Borrower PerformanceOverall Borrower PerformanceOverall Borrower PerformanceOverall Borrower Performance ::::Moderately Satisfactory

 10. M&E Design, Implementation, & Utilization:     
   M&E designM&E designM&E designM&E design ....  The project did not have a clear results framework; most of the performance indicators measured  
outputs rather than outcomes.  For example, instead of measuring "access to quality social and economic  
infrastructure services" by the number of beneficiaries, the number of sub -projects, and beneficiary satisfaction, the  
M&E system could have defined indicators to measure the proportion of the population with access to safe water,  
improved roads, etc.  In addition, no target values were specified.  On the positive side, the task team intended to  
conduct an ex-post impact evaluation using LSMS data and propensity score matching .  However, there was 
insufficient overlap between the LSMS data and the CWP II beneficiary communities to make this feasible, in the  
sense of providing a comparable control group .  In hindsight, this problem should have been foreseen during project  
preparation.

M&E implementationM&E implementationM&E implementationM&E implementation ....     Physical works were monitored on an ongoing basis by ADF's social and technical inspectors,  
and BAs and technical audits were carried out periodically .  ADF's MIS was strengthened, and M&E capacity was  
improved with the recruitment of new personnel and staff training .  However, no baseline data was collected on the  
project's performance indicators, and there was a lack of shared understanding of the project's participatory M&E  
system.

M&E utilizationM&E utilizationM&E utilizationM&E utilization ....  Monitoring results were used to facilitate project management and quality control .  

 aaaa....  M&E Quality RatingM&E Quality RatingM&E Quality RatingM&E Quality Rating ::::  Modest

 11. Other Issues (Safeguards, Fiduciary, Unintended Positive and Negative Impacts): 

   SafeguardsSafeguardsSafeguardsSafeguards
The ICR states that the project was classified as environmental category  "FI" (Financial Intermediaries) because the 
demand-driven sub-projects were not known at appraisal .  While this practice is sometimes followed in  
demand-driven CDD projects like this one, such projects do not in fact meet the definition of  "FI" projects under OP 
8.30 when, as in this case, funds are not channeled through financial intermediaries . However, the ICR reports that 
"Although no major environmental issues were anticipated, sub -projects under CWPII had an environmental  
mitigation plan (EMP) and an environmental mitigation monitoring plan  (EMMP). Environmental reviews found no 
negative environmental impact" (page 6).
According to the ICR, the need for land acquisition was minor and involved no displacement of people . It further 
states that "land issues are discussed as part of the public review of the sub -project design and land was either  
donated voluntarily or compensation was paid by the benefiting LGU " (page 6). There is no information as to whether  
the compensation paid was in accordance with the Bank ’s social safeguard policies, although  "The land acquisition 
process was carefully monitored and documented by ADF " (ICR, page 6).
 
FiduciaryFiduciaryFiduciaryFiduciary ....    
Financial management. Other than a general statement on page  6 that the Borrower complied with covenants and  
that "Audit reports confirm that financial management is generally satisfactory ", very little information is provided in  
the ICR on financial management and auditing compliance . It is not stated, for example, if audit reports were qualified  
or not. This is surprising given that  "the [Bank] team maintained a consistent focus on the borrower ’s compliance with 
fiduciary and safeguard policies" (ICR, page 15), and that, following the MTR, "greater attention" was paid "to 
building ADF’s institutional capacity by improving the transparency of its internal financial management processes " 
(ICR, page 5). 

Procurement.  Equally little information is given on procurement issues beyond a statement on page  16 that ADF 
"adapted well to the change in approach to greater participation at the local government and community levels, and  
handled procurement and financial management in accordance with Bank guidelines ."



Transparency in subTransparency in subTransparency in subTransparency in sub ----project selectionproject selectionproject selectionproject selection .... 
The ICR indicates that there were issues of transparency in the selection of sub -projects, and states that measures  
were taken following the MTR to introduce more transparent criteria to  “minimize the perceived risk of political  
interference” (page 5). However, the extent to which the problem was adequately addressed is unclear .
 
Unintended ImpactsUnintended ImpactsUnintended ImpactsUnintended Impacts . 
No unintended impacts, either positive or negative, are reported in the ICR .

12121212....    RatingsRatingsRatingsRatings:::: ICRICRICRICR  IEG ReviewIEG ReviewIEG ReviewIEG Review Reason forReason forReason forReason for     
DisagreementDisagreementDisagreementDisagreement ////CommentsCommentsCommentsComments

OutcomeOutcomeOutcomeOutcome :::: Satisfactory Moderately 
Satisfactory

Based on substantial relevance of  
objectives and design, efficiency, and  
achievement on the access objective,  
but modest achievement on the other  
objectives. In particular, there was 
limited evidence on the sustainability of  
the infrastructure built, extent of  
capacity development of LGUs, and 
extent and nature of community 
participation, and some project  
experience raised doubts about these  
aspects. See Sections 3-5.

Risk to DevelopmentRisk to DevelopmentRisk to DevelopmentRisk to Development     
OutcomeOutcomeOutcomeOutcome ::::

Moderate Significant Maintenance is a significant concern  
due to lack of funds with LGUs. See 
Section 5.

Bank PerformanceBank PerformanceBank PerformanceBank Performance :::: Satisfactory Moderately 
Satisfactory

QAE and Quality of Supervision had 
moderate shortcomings. Regarding 
QAE, the M&E system was too output 
focused and did not fully measure the  
intended outcomes. Also, there are 
some questions about whether LGU 
(and other) maintenance capacity was 
sufficient for the capital investments  
made under the project, especially  
when maintenance of existing 
infrastructure was such a national  
problem. Regarding Quality of 
Supervision, the Bank flagged a 
number of problems (e.g., regarding 
technical quality, procurement,  
supervision of works, O&M, 
transparency of criteria for sub-project 
selection, ADF's financial management  
processes, etc) and improvements took 
place. However, it is unclear if the Bank 
supervision effort followed-up 
sufficiently because evidence on the  
extent of subsequent improvements is  
limited. See Section 8.

Borrower PerformanceBorrower PerformanceBorrower PerformanceBorrower Performance :::: Satisfactory Moderately 
Satisfactory

It is not clear if Borrower action to 
address problems of technical quality,  
procurement, supervision of works,  
O&M, transparency of criteria for 
sub-project selection, and ADF's 
financial management processes 
resulted in adequately resolving them. 
See Section 9.

Quality of ICRQuality of ICRQuality of ICRQuality of ICR ::::
    

Satisfactory



NOTESNOTESNOTESNOTES:
- When insufficient information is provided by the Bank for IEG  to  
arrive at a clear rating, IEG will downgrade the relevant  ratings as  
warranted beginning July 1, 2006.
- The "Reason for Disagreement/Comments" column could 
cross-reference other sections of the ICR Review, as appropriate .

 13. Lessons:     
   

Community works projects should emphasize technical quality and operations and maintenance to ensure  �

sustainability.  In CWP II, the need for technical quality was addressed through requirements for design,  
procurement, supervision of works, and O&M requirements .  Ensuring financial sustainability was a greater  
challenge, particularly for smaller LGUs.
While participatory identification of priorities is important, technical documents such as pre -feasibility and �

environmental feasibility assessments may be too complex for beneficiaries to understand .  These may need 
to be simplified.
Participatory identification processes carried out on a broad scale can raise expectations among communities  �

that cannot be met by the project .  
Plans for the financial sustainability of community investments requires a consistent fiscal decentralization  �

framework on the part of the central government .  In Albania, addressing the challenge of financial  
sustainability will require the Government to accelerate its ongoing fiscal decentralization reforms to allow  
local governments to raise sufficient revenue to cover O&M expenditures .
The use of LSMS data for impact evaluations should only be considered if there is a specific module for  �

project evaluation and a proper sampling procedure to ensure adequate coverage of beneficiaries .  
Otherwise, there may not be a large enough control group or enough data on participants .
Local development plans need to be integrated into both the local budgeting process and into broader  �

regional and spatial development plans .

 

 14. Assessment Recommended?     Yes No

    Why?Why?Why?Why? To verify the ratings and document lessons .

 15. Comments on Quality of ICR:     

The ICR is generally well done and provides a good discussion of the project experience . The ICR had limited 
evidence on fiduciary aspects including procurement and, given questions about the openness of survey  
respondents to interviewers, could have explored more through trianqulation the extent to which there was real  
participation at community level. There could have been more analysis of the survey methodology . Some of the 
references to sources of evidence in the ICR are not specific enough to enable tracing of the origin . For example, the 
statement (p. 11) "Assessments highlight that 84% of the local population participated in  ...". This does not offer the 
exact source. Perhaps, partly for that reason IEG found it difficult to reconcile some of the assessment evidence with  
assessment documents obtained, particularly the Impact Evaluation and Beneficiary Assessment  (undated but 
probably 2008) .
    aaaa....Quality of ICR RatingQuality of ICR RatingQuality of ICR RatingQuality of ICR Rating ::::    Satisfactory


